
Schedule for BOA Flagstaff
Bands of America Regional - Oct 01, 2022
J. Lawrence Walkup Skydome
1705 S. San Francisco St.
Flagstaff AZ 86001

Band Call Time: 6:00am
Depart DV: 6:30am

(Staff Note: Spectator/Staff parking is West of the stadium, off of E. Pine Knoll! There is a
shuttle, but factor in extra time!)

● All Students:
○ arrive at DV in band shirts and comfortable pants/shorts/jeans
○ Bring snacks/sack lunch with you for the bus ride
○ Bring water with you

● Winds and percussion:
○ Make sure to pack anything you need for wearing the uniform
○ Hair should be braided prior to arriving at school OR must be done before we

arrive in Flagstaff
● Guard:

○ Hair and eye makeup should be done prior to arriving at DV.

10:00~11:00am - DV Band arrives at NAU.
Use bathrooms first, then CHANGE INTO UNIFORMS! Skydome, East Concourse.
Students should eat their sack lunch on the bus prior to changing into uniforms.

11am - Staff arrives at NAU
Staff should find the buses. See map for “Spectator Parking” lots/shuttle service.

11:45am - Winds & Guard - Walk on foot to an area “off-site” (west of stadium) to do a visual
stretch/warm-up.
Pit - setting up. Bus/Truck lot?
Drums - pre show routine with Phil

12:00pm - Prop Truck unloading at N. end “horseshoe”?

12:30 - Pit rolls towards warm-up zone (B)
We will need extra hands on rolling equipment on the downhill!)

12:40pm - Winds/Drums/Guard walk to warm-up zone (B)

12:50pm - Wind/Drums/Guard - ready to take our Warm-up Zone (“B”).
(12:55 - Official start time)

1:25 - “Full Ensemble” in warm-up zone (no Pit)



1:30pm - walking to the gate
(1:40pm - at the gate/ready line)

1:41pm - “take the field”
1:45pm - Performance (Prelims)

Return to Trucks after performing.
(Students - Re-enter SkyDome to watch Mtn Ridge (3:15) - Corona (4:15))

3:30pm - Prelims Awards

4:00 - Dinner Break for students
(Directors Meeting)

[Evening Schedule to be determined based on if we make Finals]

_____________________________________

Evening - FINALS: (example schedule based on 2019)

(6:10 - Winds - “Visual” warm-up)
(Guard changing into uniform)

(6:40pm - Winds/Drums/Guard walking to “official” warm-up zone)

6:50pm - Wind/Drums/Guard - ready to take our Warm-up Zone (“C”).
(6:55 - Official Warm-up start time)

(7:25 - “Full Ensemble” (no Pit) )

7:35pm - walking to the gate
(7:45pm - at the gate/ready line)

7:56pm - “take the field”
8pm - Performance

9:15pm - FULL RETREAT / Awards
9:45pm - Head to buses

● Change out of uniform
● Board Buses

10:00pm - Depart for Phoenix

12:30~1 am - arrive at DVHS
● Remind updates will be sent to provide ETA


